
 
 
 
 
Job Description 
  
 

Post:  Digital Learning Producer 
 
Reports to: Director of Education, Deputy Director  
 
Salary:   35,000 pro rata per annum  
 
Contract: Full-time fixed term contract for 12 months 
 
Location: Site and home based (up to 5 days per week) 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
The Royal Drawing School (RDS) is an independent charity and the place to learn to draw. As 
a leading provider in observational drawing tuition, we teach 1,000 students in-person each 
week. The first lockdown in March 2020 forced us to close our studios and in response we 
built a new online programme, through which we have reached over 3,000 developing artists 
and students across the UK and internationally. Demand for our tuition continues to grow: a 
reflection of the need for drawing education, the strength of our reputation and calibre of 
our teaching. 
 
It is our ambition to build on the success of our online programme and galvanise our 
position as the leading provider of digital drawing tuition. To ensure we stay at the forefront 
of this evolving area of learning, we have received support from The Linbury Trust towards a 
major R&D project as part of a three-year vision to transform our digital programme, 
enriching our students’ learning experience and exploring new forms of digital engagement. 
Maximising the potential of our online programme is key to the delivery of our charitable 
mission of making high-quality drawing tuition accessible to people of all ages, reaching 
those experiencing disadvantage as well as enhancing wellbeing, nurturing a special and 
creative community, and teaching people new ways to see, draw and think about the world 
around them. 
 
This project presents an exciting opportunity for School to take stock of where we find 
ourselves in the post-pandemic learning landscape and develop our offer moving forward. It 
will help to galvanise the School’s position as the leading provider of online drawing tuition 
and to create ‘a digital drawing school of the future’. 
 
 
  



Job Purpose 

This new role will be dedicated to evolving the Royal Drawing School’s online offer through 
creating and piloting a range of new resources focused on meeting the needs of our different 
learning audiences. 

Working closely with the Director of Education this role will work with stakeholders across 
the various departments and be supported by group of consultants with expertise in online 
learning and digital development.  

Key Outcomes 

Live teaching: Build on the success of our online public programme, evolving the delivery of 
our live courses  to create an optimised interaction between tutors and students. 

Learning resources: Capitalise on the appetite for online learning by producing a range of 
pre-recorded content to enable asynchronous on-demand learning experiences. 

Community Connection: Galvanise the energy and enthusiasm of our students and faculty 
through the introduction of a new online tools to encourage sharing and interaction. 

Digital inclusion: Address the barriers of the digital divide through resources taking digital 
poverty into account and offering alternative routes to online access. 

Specific Responsibilities 

● Implement the recommendations from the School’s recent digital audit to drive
forward development of the RDS digital learning user experience

● Coordinate delivery of new digital learning approaches and online resources

● Ensure underlying systems and processes are streamlined

● Advise and coordinate procurement of new digital learning equipment and services
as appropriate

● Manage and assist with workshops, ideation and other pre-production work

● Manage project budgets to derive best value from investment

● Assist the Director of Education with development of training resources for students
and staff

● Feed into the creation of rich promotional content for marketing new online
resources

● Provide data to feed into quarterly progress reports for senior management and
funders and formal success measurement processes

Person Specification 

Essential 

● In depth knowledge of the potential of the web and digital technologies to enhance
learning for different audiences

● Direct experience of developing high quality online learning content, preferably in an
arts context



● Direct experience of the technical and logistical issues involved in managing live
online engagement

● Excellent project management skills with ability to deliver to deadlines and a creative
and positive approach to problem solving

● Excellent communication and interpersonal skills, with ability to collaborate
effectively with a range of different stakeholders

● Ability to write clearly and present information in a professional manner with strong
attention to detail

● Clear understanding of the principles of diversity and inclusion and its relevance to
the success of this role

Desirable 

● Keen interest or passion in the visual arts

● Educated to degree level in a relevant subject area

● Experience in producing content for  a range of audiences, including young people

● Experience taking an active role in running creative workshops and focus groups

● Experience of commissioning and managing freelance content producers

● Experience of content management and customer relationship management systems

● Experience of evaluation processes using data to inform programme development
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